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Agenda

1. What are the sustainability challenges?

2. Sustainable finance: integrate F + S + E = integrated value

3. Why sustainable investing?

4. How to do sustainable investing?
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Planetary boundaries framework



Climate policy gap

Smooth adjustment

Source: Our World in Data



➢ Food security (no hunger)

➢ Adequate income (no poverty with income of less than $3.10 a day)

➢ Access to health care

➢ Access to water

➢ Access to energy and clean cooking facilities

➢ Education

➢ Decent work (living wage)

➢ Gender equality and social equity

➢ Political voice: right of people to be involved in decisions that affect them

Many people live below these social foundations
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Social foundations
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The Doughnut of Kate Raworth
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Global goals for sustainable development



• Example: Living wage

➢ Linked to SDG 8 - decent work and income

➢ Provides a family with the means to buy life’s essentials

• Potential impact of living wage on other SDGs
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How to make it operational?
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Managing sustainable development



Perspectives on externalities

➢ Sustainable development: I = F + S + E

Ecologist:

need to operate within 

planetary boundaries

Human rights advocate: 

ensuring every person’s 

claim to life’s essentials

Economist:

a public good which is not 

priced

F S E



Principles of sustainable finance

Sustainable	

	Finance	
Typology	

Value	created	 Ranking	of	factors	

Finance-as-usual	 Shareholder	value	 F	

Sustainable	Finance	1.0	 Refined	shareholder	value	 F	>>	S	and	E	

Sustainable	Finance	2.0	 Stakeholder	value	 I	=	F	+	S	+	E	

Sustainable	Finance	3.0	 Common	good	value	 S	and	E	>	F	

	



Why integrate ESG?

Why would financials and corporates look at ESG?

➢ Anticipation of regulation / taxation (e.g. carbon tax)

➢ Reputation – pressure from NGOs / consumers

➢ Future-proof: transition to SDGs by 2030
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How to do it?

HLEG (2018): fiduciary duty of investors

➢ Yes, excellent to include sustainability in fiduciary duty

HLEG (2018): official taxonomy of sustainable investments

➢ Sustainability is about companies’ preparedness for transition 

➢ No, administrative approach by officials stifles innovation

➢ Our proposal (2019): market-led approach through fundamental investing
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Active investment approaches

• Institutional investors can realise LT returns by investing in and 

engaging with companies that pursue long-term value creation

• Requires fundamental analysis of companies’ business models

➢ ESG ratings have limits by design

• Aim: to uncover companies’ social (S) + environmental (E) value, alongside 

financial (F) value

➢ Remember I = F + S + E 
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Elements of sustainable investing

• Long investment horizon (intended holding period)

• Active management in concentrated portfolio

➢ You can only do fundamental analysis of 50 to 100 companies

➢ Information advantage: investor reaps benefits

• Effective engagement by analysts

• Performance analysis of value-added

➢ Market benchmark counterproductive

➢ Absolute return target, e.g. 5-year average
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Diminishing benefits from diversification
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Conclusions

Stakeholder view allows for achieving UN SDGs (long-term value creation)

➢ From narrow F dimension to broader F, S, E dimensions

➢ Integrated value:  I = F + S + E

Finance is about anticipating events and price them in for today’s investment 

decisions

➢ Finance can thus contribute to a swift(er) transition

➢ Use LT patient capital of institutional investors


